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Session 1 (partnering with registration)
• integrated CLR system in Moldova, efficiency, focus can be laid on key registers, key services, and communication with main partners
• sample of 30 countries, 60% are integrated CLR system, developments tend towards integrated systems;
• service through portal, eServices, landownership rights are guaranteed by Government and the legal set-up

Session 2 (partnering with geoinformation)
• Inspire (Emmental cheese) vs. Core Data (compact cheese)
• SDGs are the benchmark
• ELF Cadastral Index Map → a European Cadastre?
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Session 2 (cont'd)
• diverse ELF services and possibilities → they need our data
• geographical variables for valuation

Session 3 (societal partners)
• Cadastre needs to partner and to link with users and key registers, it is part of a digital network; but in a pro-active way!!!
• Marine Cadastre: Main Conclusions from prelim. study
• traditional registration procedures may get challenged by new approaches offered by digital era

Presentations are online: → www.eurogeographics.org → CLRKEN → Events (http://www.eurogeographics.org/content/clrken-workshop-bratislava-17-november-2016)
Planned CLRKEN Activities in 2017

- April 2017: joint WPLA-CLRKEN-CLGE conference in Lausanne, Switzerland (cannot be confirmed yet)
- October 2017: Common Vision Conference 2017 in Vienna, Austria
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